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Executive Summary :Top tips around pricing. 
Notes:  
Allison...pricing product used to be look over to the right and left and gauge 
what products are going for. Now, there are lots of resources . Dan Grebas..low 
price and high labour..why do you grow peas ? Intuitively I scaled. There are 
technological tools from farm management training that are available. One thing 
that is crucial is to understand looking at your costs and that helps you 
understand why you are offering the price you are offering. Understand what 
you need to get and why..local food is becoming popular...look for those who 
are bringing in food that is not their own.You can stand there (you planted , 
picked and washed your product by hand)  they can get it and will be your 
customer.. If not, they are going elsewhere... Be proud, that, by hand, it is 
worthy...differentiation will exist. Be ready to explain too.   
Be clear to yourself as to what your costs are. 
Michelle 
1. Pricing is not a science (slide) and there is so much involved. A good pricing 

formula helps you get halfway there. You may charge five, six, or seven 
times greater than what it costs if the market will support it...the WOW 
factor. 

2. Money is there to be made at low, medium and high range as their is quality 
and price match at each of these levels. 

3. Farmer's market sales can be  high end and that means including taking 
special orders, taking students for classes. 

4. The give away...and pricing by competition(put your pricing where it needs to 
be..look at your costs) otherwise it is not sustainable and profitable. 

5. The five pieces of knowledge (slide) 
6. Shannon (Broadfork farm)  
7. 1.Pricing for us 75 % of our income comes from the Dieppe market..and 25 % 

from other health food stores and restaurants. In our price we put what 
we value...we  have a lot of customers who value us...and we feel valued. 
What we have read ahead of time has paid off for us.  

8. 2.At the market, we put prices on the dollar or half dollar. More by volume and 
less by weight. (A practical aspect. ) and we review our prices regularly. 
We consider the market where we are. We  check out other prices and do 
not undercut. The Dieppe market is a producer's market and in the winter 
you can bring in produce from elsewhere. We check out prices for things 
using www. organicpricedriver.ca   

9. 3.cost of production...we figured out the  time to harvest and process and how 
many dollars per hour. For ex., edible flowers...while harvesting, I timed 
myself...I gave myself this goal...harvest it only if I can get 40.00 per hour 
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of production. If I could not get this, I would need to change production, 
change my price or cut it out.  

10. 4. We go to market with yellow/mix beans ..we give a mix and customer 
can/t compare..increase customer perception and we get a good price. 
Carrots and beets need a higher price. 

11. Flowers...internet helped with researching areas and the price. I am 
increasing value and price each year. Labels, paper wrap, and 
personally arranging bouquets by the farmer seems to be a winner.We 
work hard to convey the values we represent .  

12. The atmosphere we want to create, when they come to our stand is 
something we work on. Check us out  ..www.Broadforkfarm.com 

13. Chris Blanchard 
14. slide..Labor..average costs...health, perks(donuts) include.Workers 

Compensation 
15. pay yourself back for the risks you take, the $$ needed to put in for future 

development, covering depreciation, the knowledge you gained by 
studying, researching and reading,  

16. if you understand your fixed costs per acre of production, you can work a 
dimentional analysis...60 bunches over 6 weeks by 1 acre idea..get 
training on this. 

17. pricing while you look around the market. Yes, do it and as you walk 
around, say to yourself , ' the bundle of goods and services I offer is it 
relevant to the others here in the market ?' Crispy, color, presentation, 
customer experience, what can you provide ? 

18. Search out information as to where the market is. One call, to tell you an 
item is scare, and you have a chance to increase the price.  

19. Value self, value product. We are what we eat. We need to value our 
product. Each price increase  can be good for us. You won't bring the 
price down so understand that there are people who will walk away, and 
that does not mean you do not have your price right. 

20. Be considerate of the market people...you need others, with diversity of 
people and products. My job is to adopt and change and figure out 
where I fit. 

21.  
22. Q  I run a retail spot...how do I talk with farmer's about them getting a fair 

price and to see that I give them a fair price ?  
23. AUnderstanding the cost of production..someone else is determining it~ 

if you have an opportunity to give the producer a better price, step up 
and do it. The farmer should be giving you a better price if they make one 
drop off  to you . They know it is sold once dropped off with you so less 
risk..you are giving them quite a value and they to you as well. 

	  


